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Application number : 130/2020 AGV  

AB (ID nru: 177284M) and  

CDE (ID no: 0029737A) 

Vs  

X 

 

The Court: 

 

 Having seen the joint application of AB and CDE filed on 15th May 2020 

respectfully declare; 

1. That the parties entered into marriage on the 28th June 2014 as evidenced 

by their marriage certificate here by attached and marked as Dok SC 1; 

2. Whereas no children were born out of their union; 



3. Whereas the parties have been legally separated for more than 4 years as 

evidenced by their separation contract published in the acts of Notary Sean 

Critien (see Doc. SC 2 hereby attached); 

4. Whereas the parties declare that there is no reasonable prospect of a 

reconciliation between them since they been separated for years and have 

separate lives; 

5. Whereas in terms of the same contract (see clause number 5 of their 

separation contract), the parties had declared that they had forfeited their 

right to claim maintenance from each other and thus, the same parties 

declare that there are no issues between them regarding maintenance; 

6. Whereas these facts satisfy the necessary conditions for a divorce in terms 

of article 66 B of the Civil Code, Chapter 16 of the Laws of Malta; 

 

Whereas the applicant CDE, is not a Maltese national and does not 

understand Maltese the application is being translated to the English 

Language.  

 

 

Thus, the applicants humbly request this Honorable Court to; 

a. Pronounce their divorce; 

b. Orders the Court Registrar to inform the Director of the Public registry 

with the parties’ divorce within the time-frame imposed for the same 

scope in order for the said divorce to be duly registered in the Public 

Registry.  

 

 

DECIDE 

 

For these reasons the Court upholds the application and pronounces their divorce; 



 

Orders the Court Registrar that within ten days is to inform the Director of the 

Public registry with the parties’ divorce, in order for the said divorce to be duly 

registered in the Public Registry.  

 

 

No costs are to be borne by parties. 

 

Term for filing an appeal is being abbreviated to one day.  

 

 

Judge Hon. Anthony Vella  

 

 

Cettina Gauci 

Dep Reg  

 

 

 

 

 


